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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing demand on multimedia services over fixed and wireless channels over the last decade. Robust image or video transmission systems are critical to such multimedia services. Shannon's classical separation theorem states that we can optimise the end-to-end system design by separately optimising the source codec pair and the channel codec pair 111. In the past, this has been used as a justification for doing sepmate source and channel coding. However, this result holds m e only in the l i t of infinite source code dimension and infinite channel code blocklength. For practical system, a joint source-channel coding (JSCC) design may reduce distortion, as well as complexity and delay.
In JSCC design, the rate-distortion (R-D) method [2] is an analytic approach towards optimal bit rate allocation between source and channel encoders. Several JSCC approaches have been proposed for reliable kansmission of still images 131 [41.
Previous research work has concentrated on an optimal joint sourcechannel rate allocation strategy, which was computationally expensive to be adopted in practical systems. However, lhesemethc4isdonotperfcmnweUenoughfo~low channel signal-to-noise ratios (SNRS), although they provide excellent results for moderately distorted channels.
On the otherhand, joint source-channel decoding (JSCD) 151
is another approach to combat channel noise by exploiting the
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residual redundancy of the source encoder at the receiver side. The source redundancy can be utilised as a priori information of the source statistics to help decoding. To further exploit the "turbo" principle [6] to joint source channel decoding, Bauer and Hagenauer proposed an iterative source-channel decoding approach for variable lengh coded sources [7] [SI. By modifying the variable length source decoder to an APP decoder, the approach allows soft extrinsic information exchange between the channel APP decoder and the source VLC APP decoder. Their approach yields superior results compared to separate source and channel decoding. The fact that variable length codes can be represented with an irregula trellis structure [9] makes iterative sourcechannel deccding possible.
In many international imagdvideo standards like PEG [lo] and MPEG4 [ll], variable length codes (VLCs) such as Huffman codes are used as the entropy compression scheme Due to the error propagation property of VLCs, the variable length coded signals are very prone to channel noise. Even a single bit error could destroy the whole coded bit-streamif there are no other errorresilient schemes adopted. Inspired by Bauer and Hagenauer's work, we applied iterative source-channel decoding to P E G coded images'with channel d i n g . In [12], aprior; bit probabilities are. derived from the tree representation of Huffman codes and incorporated to help turbo decoding. In this paper, we show how the state transition probability (STF') can be derived from the trellis representation of VLG. We develop ageneralformulatocomputeSTPsforagivenVLC-trellis. The STP serves as a built-in source of apriori information to help the iterative source-channel receiver.
In this paper, we studied iterative sourcechannel decoding applied to PEG coded images. We start with Section I1 Io derive the state transition probabilities based on the VLC-trellis of Huffman d e s . In Section UI, we fonnulise the APP decoding of Huffman codes and show how the STP can be incowrated into the MAP algorithm, Section IV discusses the issues of designing RVLCs with large free distance which is critical for iterative decoding. In Section V, iterative decoding of P E G coded images with channel coding is addressed. Section VI presents simulation results. Finally, Section W is dedicated to 0-7 803-766 1 -7/03/$17.00@2003 IEEE conclusions and future work. 
STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF VLC-TRELLIS
A variable length coded sequence can be regarded as a sequence of bits instead of concatenated variable length codewords. Thus, the variable length coded sequence can be repre sented by a simple but effective trellis structurepropased in [9] . As shown in [8], a bit-level soft-in/soft-out (SISO) decoding module for VLCs was derived by applying the B U R algorithm [14] to such a VLC-trellis. Therefore, an a posleriori probability (APP) VLC source decoder can be implemented to generate soft outputs and exchange extrinsic information between the source VLC APP decoder and channel APP decoder.
For a variable length coded sequence, the symbol or codeword probabilities are usually assumed to be known. In [12] , U priori bit probabilities were derived directly from the tree rep resentation of Huffman codes using the symbol probabilities of the codes. The a priori bit probabilities were used in a joint sourcechannel decoding process. In contrast to their approach, we proposed a method to derive the state transition probabilities (STP) based on the bit-level trellis representation of variable length codes. In the next section, we show how the STF' can be incorporated into the maxim a posteriori (MAP) algorithm to improve system performance.
As a comparison. we chose as an example the Huffman code in [12] to demonstrate how to derive the state transition probabilities from the trellis. The variable length code C = {OO,Ol, 10,110,111) and the corresponding codeword probabilities me P = {pl , pz,a ,p4, ps}. As we can see, there are two paths emanating from the I2 node, merging to the R node and the I3 node, respectively. In contrast to a regular RSC trellis in which each path has equal probability, the two paths have different probabilities. This is becausevariablelengthcodes areconstructedinsucha way that the m r e frequent codewords have shorter code length. There fore, some paths have priority over the other for an irregular VLC-trellis. The STF' contains this priority information which can be used as apriori information by the source APP decoder. ties which are used as apriori information to facilitate iterative source-channel decoding.
Let P be the probability, 5' the state, k the time instance and Cocf(s,+,,i)Po
The major advantage of using the STP is that it can be naturally incorporated into the MAP algorithm. There is no need to rnn a second algorithm in uarallel to keeu node and state infor- 
APP DECODING OF VLCS
For the purpose of iterative source-channel decoding, we need a source decoder that prodnces soft outputs. The soft output Viterbi algorithm or the B U R algorithm can be applied to the VLC-trellis to decode variable length codes. In [ Similar to the algorithmin [7] and following the conventions in [15], we modified the BCJR algorithm for the soft decoding of the VLC-trellis.
Denote by dk and Rk the data bit and received symbol at time k. We define the log-likelihood ratio (LLR), XI . associated with each decoded bit dk as where Pr(dk = ilRfJ) is the aposreriori probability (AF'P) of the data bit dk. The joint probability in (6) is defined as follows
For an AWGN channel with zero mean and variance u 2 , (10) becomes
wherexk isaconstantandL, = 2/u2. Thelasttermin(11)is the STP which can be obtained from the VLC-trellis from (5).
Note that the recursive calculation of both the forward state metric a ? and reverse state metric pr use the same STP.
IV. REVERSIBLE VLC C O N S T R U~I O N FOR JPEG
' h e JPEG [lo] still image compression standard has proved to be a success story in source coding techniques. The PEG standard consists of three core components, ie., twodimension discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT), scalar quantisation and variable length entropy coding. In this study, Huffman codes [16] are used as the entropy coding scheme.
We consider JPEG coded image communication system with rate 112 channel coding. The conventional"separate"communication system is shown in Fig. 2 . The transmitter consists of a P E G source encoder and a channel encoder. The receiver perfom the separate source and channel decoding, i.e., no information exchange between the PEG source decnder and the channel decoder. Previous work has revealed that unequal error protection In this paper we examine iterative decoding of JPEG coded image communication systems. The receiver implements iterative decoding between the Huffman APP decoder and the channel decoder 'MO transmission schemes were stnhed. The first scheme is a conventional serial concatenated system. The transmitter consists of a JPEG source encoder and an RSC channel encoder as illustrated in Fig. 3 . They are separated by a pseudo-random interleaver. We denote the image pixel vector to the P E G encoder by U = (ul, ~1 , . . . ,UM), the bitstream out of the JPEG encoder by b = ( b l , bz, . . . , b N ) . the information bit sequence and parity hit sequence out of the rate 1/ 2RSCchannelencoderbyx = (z1,z2, . .., ZK) and P = ( P l , P l , ..., ~x),respectively. 
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T r a n d t t a of a said con~almsted system. necodedbit-streamis sentthmughanadditivewhiteGaussian noise (AWGN) or Rayleigh fading channel. On the receiver side, we denote the received noisy version of x and p by X and P, respectively. The iterative receiver of the serial concatenated system is depicted in Fig. 4 . It consists of an inner channel APP decoder and an outer Huffman APP decoder.
At the first decoding iteration, the input to the channel APP decoder is the soft output of thenoisy channel L,X. The channel decoder computes the APP P ( x l X ) of the information bits x. We denote the extrinsic output of the channel and source 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we present Our simulation results on the per- Huffman wde CH was 1R. Due to the slightly inmeased average length of RVLC CR, we punctured the coded bitstream so that the overall coding rate was also If2 to ensure fair comparison.
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 5 . Note the symbol error rate (SER) is measured in term of the Levensbtein distance which is more appropriate than the measurement of a simple symbol comparison [SI. As can he seen, iterative de&-ing using the proposed symmetric RVLC CR remarkably outperfom the one using the original P E G Huffman code CH. A m a x i m coding gain of 3 dB is obtained. In the final paper, we shall present the results for the more complicated JPEG luminance AC Huffman code.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O R K
In this paper we studied iteratwe decoding of JPEG coded images with channel coding. Representing the VLCs with a bit-level trellis with possibleparallel transitions, we showed the derivation of the state transition pbabilities. The STPs can be used as a priori information to improve the APP decoding of VLCS.
We proposed a symmetric RVLC with dr = 2 for the P E G luminance DC component. Compared to the original PEG Huffman wdeCH, theproposedRVLCCR has asignificuntperformance improvement when iterative decoding is performed.
Our future work will focus on reducing the decoding wmplexity of the P E G image communication system where Huffman AC code has a large number of states. Moreover, the methods proposed in this paper can he extended to PEG2000 [21] coded images which adopts arithmetic coding as the variable length coding scheme. A feasibility study on iterative decoding of PEG2000 coded images will also be a subject of future research work.
